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IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Markets



Before we begin we need to define vocabulary related to ‘markets.’

Market (noun) - a place where things are sold. Usually outside.
Supermarket (noun) – a giant market usually inside. This sells a wider range of goods.
Stalls (noun) – when goods are displayed for people to see.
Shelves (noun) - usually in a supermarkets where goods are displayed.
Aisle (noun) – the space between rows of goods in  supermarket.
Checkout (noun) – Where you pay for your goods.
Till (noun) – Often used in the UK – synonym for checkout.
Cash (noun) – Coins and notes.
Card (noun) – debit, credit.
Trinkets (noun) – bracelets, earrings, necklaces, wristbands and the like.
counterfeit/fake goods (noun) – copies, not real, not genuine.
Barter (verb) – argue over the price until it is agreed.
Stallholders (noun) – People who own/run market stalls.
Produce (noun) – things which people ‘produce’  usually cooked or grown.

(Please use and electronic or online dictionary to listen to the words you are not familiar with)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Are there many street markets in your country?

Do you often go to the supermarket?

What are the differences between street markets and supermarkets?

What do street markets sell?



Are there many street markets in your country?

Everywhere. Every village, small town, even major cities have them. In the smaller towns 
and villages they tend to be more focused on fruit and veg, and the larger ones have a wider
range of things.

In most towns.  You can find both the traditional outdoor markets, up to the more recent
hypermarkets, which are like small city centres, and sell things like furniture and electrical
items. To me, they are not supermarkets. They feel more like warehouses.

It depends on the size of the town as to what types of markets they have.  Cities have all
types, from hypermarkets down to small street stalls, whereas small villages only tend to
have local produce markets and cater only for locals.

Everywhere…..   In most towns….        It depends on …..

tend to =  more likely to     veg = vegetables      wider range = more choice     traditional =  a custom in the country
hypermarkets = huge supermarkets selling everything    furniture = tables, chairs, beds…  electrical =  TV, microwave..
cater only for = supply good only for this…



Do you often go to the supermarket?

Weekly…..   monthly……..   regularly……… Never…….

I go food shopping weekly at a hypermarket because I am too busy to go from shop to
shop to get different things. The hyper stores have everything under one roof and also
have free parking. 

I budget for once-a-month. This will be the major shop which will include most of the food
and household items, such as cleaning products and washing powder.  In-between times
I pick up things as needed.  I go to either a supermarket or a street market for my 
vegetables.

Regularly, but not a set time. When I run out of things then I will go and replace them
So there is no one-time which is on the calendar. Life is not that simple.

Never. I take advantage of the internet and order the majority of my stuff online and have
it delivered. It saves a lot of hassle. I just pop to the local store if I need anything else.

from shop to shop = going to different store for different things    under one roof = everything in one building
major shop = main shopping   in-between times = when not shopping     pick up = buy/get   a set time = organised 
run out of  = finish/no longer have    take advantage of =  use to make more convenient    hassle = problems



What are the differences between street markets and supermarkets?

There are many…   only a few…..   the main ones are……

There are many. For a start, street markets do not have refrigerators or freezers so they
cannot sell that much food, only fresh food. Also street markets are based on cash,
whereas supermarkets use checkouts or tills, which use, cards, cash, and now payment
apps.

Only a few. The main ones are about what you can buy, and what you can see. In a 
supermarket you can see so many more goods, and the choice is vast. Compared to a 
street market which is governed by size, which limits both options.

The main ones are;  the size, the presentation, the choice, and the service. The service is
different, but not better. The street market is more personal. The stall holders tend to 
treat you as friends, while in the bigger stores, the relationship is more workmanlike. You
also tend to be able to barter for the price in a street market.

For a start = to begin     refrigerators = device to keep food cold   freezer = a device to freeze things
based on = use    checkout/till = where you pay    governed by = controlled by    limits = keeps down   
more personal = friendly     workmanlike = professional     barter = discuss price     apps = applications



What do street markets sell?

A mixture of things.  One of the main things is secondhand stuff. People love trading 
things and street markets are the best place to find them.  Clothes, household tools, 
ornaments,  bags, and trinkets. You name it, and it is there.

Mainly older things which are not often sold in regular markets. Some in different 
countries sell counterfeit or fake goods which are also very popular with some tourists.

It is hard to categorize what they sell because people sell anything they can. If you can 
get something for it, then you can sell it. That is often the attitude.

secondhand = used, not new        trading = buying and selling     ornaments =  things used to decorate
trinkets = jewelry, small items     you name it, it is there = everything is there    counterfeit/fake = not real, copy
categorize = to make groups  attitude = a way of thinking    get something = receive some money



This is the end of the lesson.  Spend time practicing the answers
and try to change the information for your own situation.

If you cannot, or do not feel comfortable enough using your own 
answers, then feel free to use these answers.

As a final piece of advice, please  make sure that you research 
the topic so you can talk about it in more depth.

Thank you.

Visit: www.dumagueteielts.com / www.courses.dumagueteielts.com

http://www.dumagueteielts.com/
http://www.courses.dumagueteielts.com/


IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Garbage



Before we begin we need to define the vocabulary related to ‘Garbage.’

There are different words between The UK and The USA, but both should be ok to use.

Garbage (US) – things we throw away after we use them.
Trash (US) - synonym for garbage
Rubbish (UK)  synonym for garbage
Litter (UK)  - The things thrown on the ground
Littering (UK)  The action of throwing things on the ground
Pick up - Taking litter off the ground
Fine – Money you pay if you litter
Penalty – synonym of fine

(Try to listen to the words you are not familiar with by using an electronic or online dictionary)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Do you think your city is clean or not?

How do you feel when you see people throwing garbage on the street?

Why do some people throw garbage on the street?

What do you do with garbage when you are on the street?



Do you think your city is clean or not?

Relatively….       Not really……  It is a mess……    It is spotless….

Relatively.   Some of the residential areas are very clean, but the city centre is somewhat
dirty, and needs to be kept cleaner. People tend to drop things without thinking.

Not really. The local government tries its best to maintain it, but there are too many
irresponsible people, who do not muck in and try to keep it spic-and-span.

It is a mess because there are no garbage bins anywhere, so people litter. Bins need to
be provided or this will continue to happen.

It is spotless in most parts. The townsfolk are very contentious about the image of 
the town and want to maintain it so It attracts more visitors. Also, people like to live
in a clean environment.

To ‘muck in’ = to help/contribute.    Spic & span = really clean     Spotless = 100% clean     Townsfolk = people who
live in a town       contentious =  something people disagree about      somewhat dirty  = a little bit dirty  
tries its best =  to try as much as you can   attract more visitor  = makes more visitors come



How do you feel when you see people throwing garbage on the street?

Angry…        Sad…….         Annoyed with them…     Disappointed….

Angry.  There will always be someone who flouts the law and is irresponsible when it
comes to littering. I want to say something to them but it is not my place to do this.

Sad, because  there is no need to do it. Why can’t they just take it home and dispose of it
there. It is not too much to ask.

Annoyed with them.  I wonder if they would do this in their own home.  I don’t think 
they would, so why do it in public. They are letting everyone down.

Disappointed to say the least.  A lot of effort goes into the upkeep of the streets  but
some people do not appreciate this and are not proud of where they live.

To ‘flout the law’ = to do illegal things   to ‘dispose of’ = to ‘throw out’   ‘upkeep’ = maintenance  
dispose of  = to throw away     it is not too much to ask  = it is not difficult to do   letting down = disappointing



Why do some people throw garbage on the street?

Lack of education….   Laziness….    Lack of thought….    Untidiness…

Lack of education is one factor. Often it is something which is not taught in the home
or in schools, and people are just not aware of it.

Laziness is a major reason.  People just do not want the bother of putting garbage in
a trash bin or something which has been provided. They need to be fined so they
do not repeat it.

Lack of thought. Some people unconsciously litter without really thinking too much 
about it. Again, this comes from education, in my opinion. 

Some people are just plain ‘untidy’ I imagine that if you go to their homes you would see
the same thing.  That is a part of their character.

To be ‘fined’ = made to pay money  ‘unconsciously’ = without thinking      lack of education = not taught about it 
not aware of it  = do not know about it     



What do you do with garbage when you are on the street?

Put it in my pocket….      Find a bin…..     Take it home….      

Put it in my pocket or in my bag until I find a bin, or if I can’t find one, I take it home or
to the recycling bins.

Find a bin.  There are lots of bins in the centre of town and in different areas, so there
is no excuse for littering.

I take it home. That is because I like to sort out my rubbish and recycle it. I am keen on
recycling. I do my bit to protect the environment.

‘do my bit’ = contribute by doing something to help    to be ‘keen on’  = to like something/someone
no excuse = there is no reason to do it      recycle =  to keep things so they can be used again



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Home/Accommodation



We need to define the vocabulary related to  ‘home/accommodation.’

Home (noun) – The place where you live all/most of the time.   Dorm (n) - dormitory.
Accommodation (Uncountable noun) – where you stay sometimes. (eg: hotel)
Live (verb) – To stay in a place permanently/long term.  Studio (noun) – all in one room.
** bedroom (adj) – describing house/apartment (eg:  a 2-bedroom house).
Floor (noun) – The level you live on in an apartment block  (eg: 7th floor)
Spacious (adj) – lots of room.        Cramped (adj) – very little room.
Balcony (noun) – an outside area on an upper floor in an apartment block.
Kitchen/Diner (noun) one or two rooms (dining room, kitchen, kitchen/diner). 

Dining room (noun) – where you eat usually.    Lounge/Living room (noun) – where you 
relax, watch TV, have guests.    Own (verb) – to buy your house/apartment.
Hallway/Entrance hall (noun) – Where you enter the house/apartment.
Shared (adj) - share with other people (can be with family or strangers).
Apartment = USA/Asia     Flat = UK.    Rent (verb) – to pay monthly to live somewhere.

(Please use and electronic or online dictionary to listen to the words you are not familiar with)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Do you live in a house or a flat(apartment)?
Do you prefer living in a house or a flat?
Can you describe the place where you live?
Who do you live with?
How long have you lived there?
Do you plan to live there for a long time?
Are the transport facilities to your home very good?
What do you usually do in your house/flat/room?

USA

UK



Do you live in a house or a flat(apartment)?

In an apartment..     In a house….     in a dormitory…     at home in my family…

In an apartment.  It is in the centre of town and is convenient for the shops and all the 
local entertainment.  It is a bit noisy sometimes, but I can live with that.

In a house.  I currently share a house with 5 other people, as it is cheaper that way. It also
means we get to have a room each, this gives us our own space, which is important.

In a dorm with another person. My classmate and I share. It is on campus so it helps cut
down on costs. Living in the main town/city is far too pricey.

At home in my family house/apartment/flat. My parents bought it many years ago and have
lived there ever since. I was born and have grown up there.  when I am at uni, I still come 
back for my holidays.

uni = university     a bit noisy =  sometimes too loud       I can live with that =  it does not bother me too much

that way =  because     our own space  =   privacy       cut down on = reduce     pricey = expensive    



Do you prefer living in a house or a flat?

I don’t mind…     I prefer a house…    An apartment any day…   Either….

I don’t mind either one. They both have their advantages and disadvantages. Generally
it is down to cost. Houses tend to be more expensive than flats, but flats are easier to 
maintain.

I prefer a house because I love gardens. This is one of the main issues with apartments.
You can’t go outside and laze around or play games. Plus you can grow flowers or plants.

An apartment any day! They are easier to clean, and  I don’t think people need so much
space to live in. I will always reside in an apartment in the future.

Either. I am not fussed either way. We all need somewhere to sleep and be secure so it
does not matter if it is one or the other. I would be happy to be in either one.

don’t mind =  to be ok with      down to  = the reason is      tend to be = this usually happens more     
laze around = relax    any day =  absolutely/all the time        not fussed = I don’t mind      secure = safe at home



Can you describe the place where you live?
Sure, it is….        Not very well….      It is…..     It is sort of hard to describe…

Sure, it is a 2-bedroom flat, and it is located on the outskirts of town in a quiet suburb. It
is on the 2nd floor of 10, and has a living room, a kitchen, a small shower room and a large
balcony, which is great for sunny days.

Not very well.  I  share the place with other people so I only really use the living room,
kitchen, and bathroom. The lounge is a normal size and has a sofa, TV and a dining table.
The other rooms are tiny, but my room is quite big and is painted bright blue.

It is a 3-bed room house with a garage and rear garden. It is my parents house and I love
it. The rooms are quite light, and we have lots of furniture, a huge TV and I have my own 
room, which is wonderful.

It is sort of hard to describe.  The rooms are all white and there is not much furniture. It is
rented and did not come with much.  Everything is normal I suppose. I haven’t really given
it much thought.

suburb = a quiet place with mainly housing (no shops/businesses)     sunny days = when the sun is shining
is painted = the colour of       quite light = lots of light comes in        did not come with = was not provided
given it much thought = I have not thought about it



Who do you live with?

Alone/By myself….   with classmates…   my family..      with friends…..

Alone/By myself.  I like living alone because I am a very solitary person by nature. I like to
spend time with other people but also like my own private time.

With my classmates. We share a dorm/flat and I am really into living together. We all get on
really well, and share all the responsibilities, like cleaning, cooking, and paying bills.

With my family. I live at home most of the time, but when I am at college/university I rent
an apartment with some friends. I prefer to be at home as my parents like to spoil me.

With friends. We are all working in the city so we share to make it cheaper. One day we 
will go our separate ways, but for now it suits all of us.

solitary person =  someone who likes to be alone    by nature = part of your character     private time = time alone
really into = really like     get on really well = have a good relationship with      at home =  with parents
spoil me =  when someone does everything for you       go our separate ways =  split up    suits us = suitable for us



How long have you lived there?

For the last…..        A few…..            Since I was…..          Not long……

For the last 6 months/weeks/years.  I moved in December, and  before that I was living
in another place but I had to move out because they put the rent up, and I could no 
longer afford it.

A few weeks.   The college term began last week and I moved in 2 weeks before it began.
I don’t like to pay to stay somewhere when I don’t need to be there, so I waited until the
last minute to move in, so I could save some cash.

Since I was born.  All of my life. although I have lived in other places, I still regard this as 
home and whenever someone asks me I always say this.  One day I hope to have a place 
which I can call my own. 

Not for too long.  I have been here for just over a year, which I don’t think is so long. It feels
liked I only moved in yesterday. 

put the rent up =  increased the rent         until the last minute = shortly before      still regard this as  = still think this is
call my own = mine      it feels like only yesterday =  it feels like it happened only a very short time ago



Do you plan to live there for a long time?

I am not sure…   For a long time…….. Hopefully not…        Not at all…

I am not really sure. It depends what happens in my job/course. If it goes well then I will
stay here for the time being. I have no definite plans to move.

For a long time. I feel settled here, I like the area, the people, and the transport system  is
great. I have no reason to move in the foreseeable future.

Hopefully not.  I have nearly finished my course, and will be graduating in the summer. After
that I will go back to my hometown. I am only living here because of my studies.

Not at all. I am only here due to circumstances, so as soon as I get the opportunity I am 
going to find another place. I am not really happy here. It is too small, too noisy, and too
expensive. 

it depends =  if something happens or does not happen     goes well = everything is good     

for the time being = for now      feel settled = to feel comfortable   in the foreseeable future =  a short time ahead

due to circumstances = because of the situation      get the opportunity = get the chance to   



Are the transport facilities to your home very good?

Very good…          Adequate…             So so……..            Terrible…..

Very good actually. There is a subway station a stone’s throw away, two bus stops outside,
and taxis are frequently passing by and can be flagged. So overall I am more than happy.

Adequate for the area. You can catch a bus regularly into town, and there are a few bike
rental offices nearby. It only costs a couple of dollars a day to rent a bike.

So so.  We need more buses, as they only run twice an hour, and the subway is about 1km
away on foot. We survive but they could be better. I sometimes have to use taxis which
can get rather costly.

Terrible.  It is like living in the middle of nowhere. To get to most places you have to walk
because the buses are almost non-existent and  there is no subway.  It is quite infuriating
sometimes.

a stone’s throw away = very near        flag =  to signal to get a taxi to stop        adequate =   satisfactory/ok
catch a bus = to take a bus ride            on foot = walking        run =  come and go     we survive =  we have to accept it
living in the middle of nowhere = far away from everything     almost non-existent = nearly zero  infuriating = make
you angry



What do you usually do in your house/flat/room?

The usual stuff…….  Lots of things….. I am rarely there….    Nothing special..

The usual stuff, like watching TV, surfing the web, playing video games. I also have to do 
the mundane stuff like cleaning up, laundry, and sometimes cooking.

Lots of things. I have several hobbies. I play the guitar and have a blog, so these two 
things keep me busy most of the time. I also like to have friends over to watch movies or
just sit and chat.

I am rarely there because I have such a hectic lifestyle. I do so many activities after work/
school/university, that I hardly ever arrive home before 10pm. By then I am so exhausted
that I just flake out, then get up the following day and do it all again.

Nothing special. The same things most people do. Get home each day, have something to 
eat, take a shower, then  channel surf the TV, or sit on the couch using my laptop. 

mundane stuff =  boring things      have a blog = write a blog       keep me busy =  occupies my time
have friends over = invite friends to come to my place    exhausted = really tired     flake out = fall asleep
do it all again = repeat it   channel surf = constantly changing channels to find something interesting to watch



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Markets



Before we begin we need to define vocabulary related to ‘markets.’

Market (noun) - a place where things are sold. Usually outside.
Supermarket (noun) – a giant market usually inside. This sells a wider range of goods.
Stalls (noun) – when goods are displayed for people to see.
Shelves (noun) - usually in a supermarkets where goods are displayed.
Aisle (noun) – the space between rows of goods in  supermarket.
Checkout (noun) – Where you pay for your goods.
Till (noun) – Often used in the UK – synonym for checkout.
Cash (noun) – Coins and notes.
Card (noun) – debit, credit.
Trinkets (noun) – bracelets, earrings, necklaces, wristbands and the like.
counterfeit/fake goods (noun) – copies, not real, not genuine.
Barter (verb) – argue over the price until it is agreed.
Stallholders (noun) – People who own/run market stalls.
Produce (noun) – things which people ‘produce’  usually cooked or grown.

(Please use and electronic or online dictionary to listen to the words you are not familiar with)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Are there many street markets in your country?

Do you often go to the supermarket?

What are the differences between street markets and supermarkets?

What do street markets sell?



Are there many street markets in your country?

Everywhere. Every village, small town, even major cities have them. In the smaller towns 
and villages they tend to be more focused on fruit and veg, and the larger ones have a wider
range of things.

In most towns.  You can find both the traditional outdoor markets, up to the more recent
hypermarkets, which are like small city centres, and sell things like furniture and electrical
items. To me, they are not supermarkets. They feel more like warehouses.

It depends on the size of the town as to what types of markets they have.  Cities have all
types, from hypermarkets down to small street stalls, whereas small villages only tend to
have local produce markets and cater only for locals.

Everywhere…..   In most towns….        It depends on …..

tend to =  more likely to     veg = vegetables      wider range = more choice     traditional =  a custom in the country
hypermarkets = huge supermarkets selling everything    furniture = tables, chairs, beds…  electrical =  TV, microwave..
cater only for = supply good only for this…



Do you often go to the supermarket?

Weekly…..   monthly……..   regularly……… Never…….

I go food shopping weekly at a hypermarket because I am too busy to go from shop to
shop to get different things. The hyper stores have everything under one roof and also
have free parking. 

I budget for once-a-month. This will be the major shop which will include most of the food
and household items, such as cleaning products and washing powder.  In-between times
I pick up things as needed.  I go to either a supermarket or a street market for my 
vegetables.

Regularly, but not a set time. When I run out of things then I will go and replace them
So there is no one-time which is on the calendar. Life is not that simple.

Never. I take advantage of the internet and order the majority of my stuff online and have
it delivered. It saves a lot of hassle. I just pop to the local store if I need anything else.

from shop to shop = going to different store for different things    under one roof = everything in one building
major shop = main shopping   in-between times = when not shopping     pick up = buy/get   a set time = organised 
run out of  = finish/no longer have    take advantage of =  use to make more convenient    hassle = problems



What are the differences between street markets and supermarkets?

There are many…   only a few…..   the main ones are……

There are many. For a start, street markets do not have refrigerators or freezers so they
cannot sell that much food, only fresh food. Also street markets are based on cash,
whereas supermarkets use checkouts or tills, which use, cards, cash, and now payment
apps.

Only a few. The main ones are about what you can buy, and what you can see. In a 
supermarket you can see so many more goods, and the choice is vast. Compared to a 
street market which is governed by size, which limits both options.

The main ones are;  the size, the presentation, the choice, and the service. The service is
different, but not better. The street market is more personal. The stall holders tend to 
treat you as friends, while in the bigger stores, the relationship is more workmanlike. You
also tend to be able to barter for the price in a street market.

For a start = to begin     refrigerators = device to keep food cold   freezer = a device to freeze things
based on = use    checkout/till = where you pay    governed by = controlled by    limits = keeps down   
more personal = friendly     workmanlike = professional     barter = discuss price     apps = applications



What do street markets sell?

A mixture of things.  One of the main things is secondhand stuff. People love trading 
things and street markets are the best place to find them.  Clothes, household tools, 
ornaments,  bags, and trinkets. You name it, and it is there.

Mainly older things which are not often sold in regular markets. Some in different 
countries sell counterfeit or fake goods which are also very popular with some tourists.

It is hard to categorize what they sell because people sell anything they can. If you can 
get something for it, then you can sell it. That is often the attitude.

secondhand = used, not new        trading = buying and selling     ornaments =  things used to decorate
trinkets = jewelry, small items     you name it, it is there = everything is there    counterfeit/fake = not real, copy
categorize = to make groups  attitude = a way of thinking    get something = receive some money



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Math



Before we begin we need to define the vocabulary related to ‘Math.’

Math - Mathematics includes the study of such topics as quantity, structure, space, 

and change.  (Math is an uncountable noun = ‘it’   not ‘they/them’)

Maths - the same word in The UK.

Calculations – mathematical operations used to obtain a result/answer.

Work things out (phrasal verb) - to get the answer to a problem.

A calculator – a device used to work out the answers to problems.

A subject - branch of knowledge studied or taught in a school, college, or university.

To get stuck on something  (phrasal verb)– to be unable to find the answer to a problem.

Unable to figure something out (idiom)  - not being able to solve something.

Equations - A name for certain types of problems which need to be fixed.

Trigonometry – a topic within maths.

A problem - Something when needs to be solved.

Solve - a synonym for ‘answer’ , ‘fix’ , ‘resolve’

(Please use and electronic or online dictionary to listen to the words you are not familiar with)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Are girls generally good at mathematics?

Do you often use a calculator?

Do you think it is difficult to learn 
mathematics well?

Do you think mathematics is important?



Are girls generally good at mathematics?

Some….        The same a boys……   Yes they are…..     Not at all……

Some. I think both sexes are the same when it comes to math. There are more boys
who study the subject at school or university, but that does not mean girls are not capable.

The same as boys, but it is commonly thought that men are better because a lot of the
focus is on male mathematicians, and most the famous ones are male. 

Yes they are. They are better at multi-taking than men, which means they can do several
calculations at the same time, whereas men as less capable of multi-tasking. So I would
say yes, they are.

Not at all.  Most of the girls I knew at school, and girls in my family are not good at it, so 
from my experience I don’t feel that they have a good grasp of the topic.

when it comes to = talking about/regarding       a lot of the focus = the attention      multi-tasking =  doing several
things at the same time        a good grasp of = to understand something well        both sexes = male and female



Do you often use a calculator?
Always……     Often……… Sometimes……..     Never……..

I always use one, even for simple things. Over the years we have gotten used to using 
calculators to do most addition or multiplication. It is about convenience rather than 
mental ability. The maths we learnt at school is more complex than the simple things 
we do now.

Often.  Like most people I have one in my cell phone, which of course goes everywhere 
with me.  When I am shopping, or when we split the bill when we go out to eat, they 
are invaluable for these type of things.

Sometimes.  I do not use them more than most other people I suppose.  When I work 
out my weekly budget, or work out how much I have spent.

Never. I like to work things out in my head. I am quite good at mental arithmetic, which
is an advantage. I believe that it keeps my mind active and does not waste all of those 
years of study.

over the years = a length of time      mental ability = things done with the brain      split the bill =  each person pays
their share of the bill      invaluable = very valuable       work things out = to solve things     mental arithmetic = 
doing calculations in your head      keep one’s mind active =  thinking/using your mind



Do you think it is difficult to learn mathematics well?

For some people….   Yes………  It depends………..   Not at all……….

For some people it comes naturally.  Most people don’t have an aptitude for it but 
there are also so many areas of maths so it might be hard to learn different fields.

Yes. It is extremely difficult for most people to learn it well. Because it is compulsory at
schools, most students learn it to the level they need to pass exams, then they stop.

It depends on what your aims are. If you are going on to academia or to a job where it
is an essential part of the duties, then people who do this don’t find it troublesome.

Not at all.  It just needs time and effort. Most people find it boring and when doing 
complex equations they get stuck and can’t work things out.  From my memories of 
doing it, I found it very boring, but fortunately I was good at it.

comes naturally = to do something without difficulty    aptitude =  level of ability       compulsory =  have to do

academia =  academic institutions     they get stuck =  to not be able to do something    work things out  = solve



Do you think mathematics is important?

Absolutely…….      Fairly……….   Basic skills are…..           We don’t need it..

Absolutely. As the world gets more technologically advanced,  we will rely on 
computer programming more and more. An integral part of this is maths.  A large 
percentage of jobs in the future will require maths based skills.

Fairly important.  The ability to do calculations for different things is useful but not
essential. We use basic equations daily so I think the subject should continue to be 
taught.

Basic skills are good to know.  But we don’t need  to learn complex things like 
trigonometry or calculus unless we are going to have a career where these are essential.

We don’t need it.  From my experience most people forget most of their skills after they
leave school, and rely on calculators or other devices to do calculations.

integral part = main part      a large percentage of = most of  complex = difficult/hard



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Outdoors



Before we begin we need to define vocabulary related to ‘outdoors.’

Outdoor (adj) – is an adjective before using the noun (an outdoor swimming pool).

Outdoors (noun) – is used to talk about location, and as a general descriptor.

Fresh air (noun) - often used to talk about the countryside or ocean areas.

Fresh air (noun) – also used to talk about oxygen you breathe. When it feel clean.

Exercise (noun) – activities which make our bodies healthier.

To plump (for) (phrasal verb) – to choose one thing over another.

Couch potatoes (idiom) – people who sit all day watching TV.

To be balanced (adj) – to have something equally 50/50.

Swings (noun) – a device you sit in and swing back and forth. Usually in a park.

Fields (noun) – large areas of grass land. Used to plant things or just where grass grows.

To maintain (verb) – to keep.

(Please use and electronic or online dictionary to listen to the words you are not familiar with)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Is it important for children to play outdoors?

Did you often go over to your friends’ house when you were young?

Did you like to go outside when you were young?

Do you prefer to be indoors or outdoors?



Is it important for children to play outdoors?
Vitally…….   Really…………    Somewhat……….       Not really……

Vitally important.  Especially nowadays where children are glued to play stations or mobile
phones.  A lack of exercise as a child will affect people when they are adults.

It is really necessary for kids to play outside. The reasons are twofold. 1st it is good for them 
to learn about nature, and 2nd, the physical benefits which will keep them healthy.

Somewhat. I believe that some kind of outdoor activity is good for the young, but it needs
to be balanced with their other activities such as school work, watching TV or using
the internet.

Not really, but parents need to ensure that kids do get out from time to time to stop them
from becoming couch potatoes. This is happening to more and more kids these days.

Vitally = really (stronger)     glued to = always watching/looking at    play station = Sony game box    
A lack of =  not enough        twofold =  two in one      some kind of = different types of    to be balanced =  equally
ensure = make sure     get out = go outside    from time to time =   occasionally    couch potato = sit on  the sofa



Did you often go over to your friends’ house when you were young?

All the time….    Most of the time…   Sometimes….    On the odd occasion..

All the time. I hated being indoors as a child, so I would always go to one friend or 
another, and get them to play outside with me.  I hated the thought of being stuck inside.

Most of the time I would get home, have my dinner, then dash over to my friends to play
football/ rounders. A group of us used to meet most days and have fun in the park.

Sometimes.  After I had done my homework I was allowed some free time.  Sometimes I
would stay at home and watch TV or play games, or I would go to my classmate’s house
and play in his garden, or in the local park.

On the odd occasion.  It rains a lot in my country so a lot of the time we had to remain in
our houses until the rain either stopped or if it didn’t stop, we would just hang out at home.

stuck inside = being inside but cannot go out     dash over = go quickly to     have fun = enjoy    
free time  =    time to myself    odd occasion =  rarely   hang out = meet up and be together



Did you like to go outside when you were young?

I loved nature, and thought nothing was better than being surrounded by green fields and 
trees. The fresh air and the breeze felt wonderful. We lived near a field so it was easy
for me to pop out.

Like most other kids I spent time out in the open. At school we did regular sports 
activities like football or running,  and we also played on the swings in the local parks.

Occasionally, my friends and I would meet after school and go for a ride. We all had bikes
and used to cycle for miles into the country. We always made sure we got home before it
got dark.

I hated it. I spent most of my  time either inside my school or in my room at home. I don’t
like cold weather and often used to feel chilly when I ventured outside.

I loved……..      Like most other kids……..    Occasionally….    I hated it…

nothing was better =  the best thing     surrounded by = all around     fresh air = clean air    a field = a large green area
in the open = outside    on the swings = playground equipment   cycle for miles = ride your bike a long way
got dark = become dark    chilly = a bit cold    venture outside = to go outside



Do you prefer to be indoors or outdoors?

I plump for…..      Indoors……… either…….     I don’t mind……..

I plump for being outdoors anytime.  Inside the air is so stuffy, and in my house it is so 
noisy and full of people, so I like to get away from all that.

Indoors every time.  I love playing computer games and surfing the internet, but I prefer
to do it on my desktop computer, which I can’t carry around with me.

Either is ok. It really depends on the weather. In good weather I like to make the most of it
by spending as much time as possible outdoors. In the winter I tend to be indoors more 
often.

I don’t mind. Both have their advantages and disadvantages. I think it is good to try to
maintain a balance between the two.

plump for = choose    stuffy = difficult to breathe     get away =  leave to go to another place    carry around = carry
depends on = 2 situations      made the most of = take advantage of    tend to =  more than normal 
maintain a balance = two things equally



IELTS speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Perfume



Before we begin we need to define the vocabulary related to ‘perfume.’

Perfume is ‘associated with’  females.

Eau de Cologne – (French name)  the name for perfume

Cologne – the simple name for the same

Eau De Toilette – another common name for perfume

After shave – the term used for male perfume

Scent – A term used for both male and female perfume

Fragrance – used more commonly for female perfume

To put on - to spray, rub, apply to your body

To wear - the term used  (To wear perfume)

odour – synonym for smell

To be partial to – to prefer

To dab – to apply a small amount of perfume

(Try to listen to the words you are not familiar with by using an electronic or online dictionary)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

What does perfume mean to you?

Do you give perfume as a gift?

Do you use perfume?

What kind of perfume do you like?



What does perfume mean to you?

It signifies…….      For me it means….      A lot…….       Nothing special…

It signifies status, depending on the brand. More expensive brands make me feel 
special. It also tells people that I have good taste in the things I buy.

For me it means  feeling good. When you smell good, it makes you feel good, and also
confident around others.

A lot.  People wear scents and fragrances every day. It is an accepted part of society
and people are judged on the aftershave or spray they wear.  It is a huge industry
worldwide.

Nothing special.  Most people need to have an acceptable odour when they are in the
company of others, like at work, school, or socializing.  So for me it is a ‘needs must’ 
accessory.

‘needs must’ = we have to do something       to have ‘good/bad taste’  to choose good or bad things      people are judged  =  
people decide about other people        huge industry worldwide  = a big business all over the world        an acceptable odour =
a smell that is ok



Do you give perfume as a gift?

Yes I do…..     Sometimes……  It depends………. Never…..

Yes, I do. Most of my friends like either aftershave for men , and  Eau De Toilette for
women. It is a gift that people will always use, and never like to run out of.

Sometimes. I have friends and family who like different things. Some of them are really
into cologne and perfume, so I know what to buy for them, while others prefer different
types of gifts.

It depends on the person I am buying for. For family, I know what they are into,  but some
of my classmates/co-workers/friends are keen on wearing scents.

Never. I think that people know what they like, and if you buy the wrong brand for them
then they are most likely not to wear it.

to ‘run out of’ = to have no more   to be ‘really into’ = to really like   to be ‘keen on’ = to like



Do you use perfume?
Every day….. At weekends…….    Sometimes………   Never…..

I like to wear some every day. I have quite an expensive brand so I just dab a few drops
on my neck, and this lasts me all day.

At weekends mainly. That is when I like to socialize, and want to smell my best, but 
during the week  I just shower with fragrant shower gel, which is enough for work.

Sometimes, but I don’t have specific times when I wear it. If the mood takes me then I 
will wear some, but at other times I don’t.

Never. I believe in the body’s natural smell. As long as I shower twice a day and use good
shower soap then it is not a problem. 

‘when /if the mood takes me = when I feel like doing..   to ‘dab’ = use your fingers to apply   



What kind of perfume do you like?
Expensive brands…..     I have one specific one…    I am averse to…..

I only like expensive brands, main the French ones. They have a beautiful fragrance and
although they are pricey, they are worth it because you don’t have to put much on. In 
the long run they are more economical.

I have only one brand I will use. My friend introduced it to me and I have worn it ever
since. It seems to suit me perfectly.

I am averse to them. Whether it is fragrances, sprays,  colognes. They all make my skin
itch, so I stopped using them a long time ago.

to be ‘pricey’ = to be expensive    to ‘suit’ me  = it is suitable      to be ‘averse to’ = to not like



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Plans



Before we begin we need to define vocabulary related to ‘plans.’

Plans (noun) – generally used when speaking. (Not ‘plan’.  Example in questions)
A plan (noun) – a individual or single plan.
Allocate (verb) – to decide how much of something (money/time/people..)
In advance (phrase) - before.
To plan ahead (phrasal verb) – to make plans a long time before doing something.
Change/A change of plans (phrase) – when something changes.
Scupper (plans) (verb) - when something stops your plan from happening.
Time management (noun) – often used in business to talk about managing time.
Daily plans (noun) – Things you arrange to do every day.
Routine (noun) – things done regularly, usually during the day.
To come up with (phrasal verb) – to think of
To be running late( idiom) – to behind schedule.

(Please use and electronic or online dictionary to listen to the words you are not familiar with)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

What is the hardest part about making 
plans?

What is the latest plan you have made?

Do you make plans every day?

Are you good at managing your time?



What is the hardest part about making plans?

Organisation. …..  Ideas…….    Implementing them….   Formulating a plan..

The organisation. I find it easy to write down what I want to do, but then the tricky part is 
to arrange the items into a coherent structure to carry out. 

Ideas are by far the hardest thing for me.  Activating the plans is fine, but coming up with
ideas really gets me frustrated.  I wish I were more imaginative.

Implementing them is the most difficult issue.  This is often because something goes 
wrong, and for me to change everything is a major headache. 

Formulating the plans.  Ideas come easily to me, and I am good with my time, but putting
them all together often gets me flustered because I never know how to sequence things.

write down = to write on paper       tricky part = the most difficult thing     coherent structure =  easy to follow
by far =  the most    activating = starting    imaginative =  with a good imagination    Implementing =  making work
major headache = a big problem    come easily =  to be able to think of something easily    flustered = worried
carry out = do



What is the latest plan you made?

To visit/go……. To change my….    To work/study…..       To try……

To visit some of the local attractions in my city. Some family visited me recently and I took
them to some local sights. I never realised there was so much to see in my own city.  I am
going to spend the next few months taking some of them in.

To change my  health routine. I am going to allocate more time to exercise and my diet.
I really feel that It will benefit me in later life if I do it now.

To work harder and save more money. I want to buy an apartment in the future so I need
to earn more, so I can put more away.

To try a new hobby. I have decided to try ice-skating, after watching a program on TV. 
There is a local ice-rink in my town and I think it will be fun to try it.

local sights = local tourist attractions     taking in = visiting/seeing     in later life = when I am older
put more away = save more   ice rink = the place where you can ice-skate



Do you make plans every day?
Most days…        It depends……..        Sometimes…..      Rarely……

Most days I have the same sort of schedule which most people have.  If I am going to
do something outside of that, then I like to plan ahead, but not for everyday things.

It depends on which part of the week it is. During the week I have to do time-management
for my job. I have a very intense job and everything needs to be organised to the letter.
but at weekends, I take a break and do not think more than 1 hour ahead.

Sometimes. For certain events, like an appointment, paying bills, or meeting with my boss
/tutor.   So it is up and down. Sometimes yes, and sometimes no.

Rarely.  I am more of a go with the flow type of person. I am quite happy if there is a 
change of plan. Life is too short. Why make plans for everything?

outside of that = not in my schedule    plan ahead = plan long before doing      time-management =  manage time
intense =  lots of pressure/serious      to the letter = exactly/precisely     take a break = rest    1 hour ahead = 1 hour
in the future.   it is up and down = sometimes yes and sometimes no  go with the flow = do what others want to do  
life is too short =  we do not enjoy our life enough



Are you good at managing your time?

Excellent…..    So so……..       Not very good……..      Awful……

I am a stickler for punctuality and accuracy.  I like to know what I am doing every hour of
the day. It is in my nature. Sometimes I try to be less strict, but it does not work.

So so. No more or less than most people I suppose. It is not something I have thought 
much about.  I don’t seem to have problems with my time so I must be ok.

Not very good. My biggest failing is that I seem to think there are more hours in the day 
than there actually are, and take too long, or allocate too much time to each thing I do.
This means I am often running late.

Awful. I don’t know where this comes from because neither of my parents are like this.
I just look at what I have to do, rather than when it needs to be done. Maybe in the future
I will come good.

a stickler = really important to me     punctuality = being on time     in my nature =  part of my character
strict =  enforce something exactly/not relaxed      no more or less than  = the same as   failing = something I am not
good at   to be running late = to be behind schedule      comes from =  you get from you parents   come good = fix it



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Reading



Before we begin we need to define the vocabulary related to ‘Reading.’

Read - The action of looking at and understanding written words.

Books - A physical object used for reading.

Magazines - A bi-monthly or monthly glossy publication.

e-books – Books in an electronic digital form.

Novels - Works of narrative fiction. Usually long.

Genre – category/type/classification.

To relax – Used to give a reason for reading.

Part of job – also used to give a reason for reading.

Hardback – A physical book with a hard cover

Paperback – A physical book with a soft cover.

Bulky – Heavy, difficult to carry.

nevismanuk
Typewritten text
(Try to use an electronic or an on-line dictionary to listen to the vocabulary of words unfamiliar to you)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Do you read books related to your profession?

Do you read electronic books?

What kind of books do you read?

Do you like reading?



Do you read books related to your profession?

All the time…..     Occasionally……       Rarely………..         Never…….

All the time.   I am a computer engineer and as technology changes all the time, I have to
keep up to date with the latest software and programs. I have a large library of books.

Occasionally I have to grab a book and brush up on some of the things I may have 
forgotten.  In my job I have so many things to take in that it is often hard to retain it all.

Rarely. My job is not very demanding. The duties I have to do I know them like the back of
my hand, so I don’t need to dive into books. All I have to do is ensure the procedures are
up-to-date once in a while.

Never. I am a student so the only books I read are related to the course I am taking which
is engineering. I have a mountain of hardback books all devoted to engineering.

keep up to date with  =  have the latest…         a large library = a large collection of     grab =  take/get
brush up on =  learn the latest        take in = understand/remember        retain = remember  
like the back of my  hand =   remember without having to think (easily)   dive into = read    a mountain of = a lot of



Do you read electronic books?

Mostly…..      Nowadays, yes…..     When I am at……..          No……

Mostly. This is because that is the way things are going now.  It is much easier to have
your books at your disposal when you need them by having an electronic copy. I swear
by them.

Nowadays yes.  As a student books are one of your biggest expenses. The cost difference
between buying a hardback, paperback and an e-book is vast. You can also download 
lots of free e-books from various websites.

When I am at work/school I read them, mainly because I keep them on my phone and they
are easy to cart around with me. Unlike physical books which are bulky and awkward to
carry. I only read paper books when I am at home. I still prefer them.

No.  I have not quite got into the trend of e-books. I still want to hold a book in my hand,
read the cover, look at the artwork. There is still nothing quite like it.

at your disposal = available to you       swear by them  =  I rely on them 100%      vast =  huge/big
cart around =  carry        bulky =  awkward to carry/heavy     got into = liked (past tense)   
nothing quite like it =   it is unique/nothing is the same



What kind of books do you read?

Novels……  Different genres……   Specialist books….   I am not a big reader

Novels mainly.  I am heavily into period books like Jane Ayre and Pride and Prejudice, which
are classic English novels. Many have been made into movies, but the books are better.

Different genres, such as fiction, crime, biographies, romantic novels. I don’t really like to
stick to one specific type. I think it is much healthier to explore a range of categories.

Specialist books. I love motorbikes and scuba diving so I often buy books and magazines on
both topics. They keep me abreast of what is happening in the world of both.

I am not a big reader.  I might borrow a book from a friend if they recommend one and give
it to me to read, but other than that, I can’t remember the last time I bought a book.

heavily into = really like      stick to = do not change/stay with       a range of =  different types of 
keep abreast of =   know what the latest thing is           a big reader = read a lot



Do you like reading?

I am a bookworm.  My head is always buried in one kind of book or another. Reading is my 
passion. God knows how many books I have read over the years. It must be in the 
thousands.

Quite a lot. I think probably more than the average person, so I suppose I do like it. I have 
never really thought too much about it. I grew up reading. It was instilled in me by
my parents.

Not overly.  I read but I am not an avid reader. I get through a couple of books a year 
which I think is average for most people.  I am in the yes category I believe.

Not really. I class myself as a non-reader. I only do it when I have to, for example if I buy a
new cell phone, I might spend some time going through the instruction manual, or if I 
have to learn how to do something.

I am a bookworm…   Quite a lot….    Not overly…….        Not really…..

a bookworm  = someone who loves books      buried in  = reading intensely      God knows = I don’t know
instilled in = to make someone do something until they do it naturally                avid = keen/really like to
get through = complete/finish      going through =  reading



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Smiling/Smiles



Before we begin we need to define the vocabulary related to ‘smile/smiling.’

Smile - (verb/noun)  to/a smile.  The action of the mouth and lips to indicate pleasure

Laugh – (verb/noun) to/a laugh – The sound, together with the action of the mouth
to indicate happiness, humour, friendliness. 

Smirk – (verb/noun) to/a smirk  - to make a ‘half smile’  when something is funny or
satisfying.

Grin (verb/noun) – to/a grin – to smile but to make you mouth wider.

Idioms and phrasal verbs.

To make …smile…                                        To force a smile…. (when you do not want to smile)

To have a smile on……face                        To bring a smile to people’s/someone’s face..

To be smiling about something                 To ‘say cheese’….

To smile at somebody..

To smile /to yourself/from ear-to-ear/wholeheartedly…..

(Please use and electronic or online dictionary to listen to the words you are not familiar with)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Can you recognize a fake smile?

Do you smile when people take pictures of you?

When do people smile at others?

Do you like to smile?



Can you recognise a fake smile?

Immediately….      Not really…..        Sometimes….      Not at all/Never…..

Immediately.  When someone has a genuine smile they project a warmth in their
character, and you can feel it.  A false smile has no sincerity.  We often know this if
we know the personality of the person.

Not really. For me it is hard to detect if a grin is natural or the person is faking it. Some
people are great actors, especially those on TV or people who have to smile at people
as a part of their job.

Sometimes, but it is usually if I know the person.  When someone is lying and tries to
smile, it is written all over their face, that they are not being sincere.

Not at all. I am not such a good judge of character and can be fooled easily. If I see
someone with a smile on their face then I tend to believe they are happy about something.

a genuine smile = a real smile       A false smile =   unreal smile       sincerity = honesty       hard to detect = hard to know
faking it =  trying to be false      written over their face = obvious to see      a good judge of character = know people’s
character   



Do you smile when having your picture taken?
Frequently….. Most of the time…..   Sometimes….     Rarely/Never…..

Frequently/All the time.  I love having my photo taken and I want to appear friendly
in my pictures so people will think that I am a warm/friendly person.  There is nothing
worse than seeing people frowning in shots.

Most of the time, but it depends on the situation. For example if I have just woken up 
and my friend took a snap of me, I would not be happy because I do not look my best
just after waking up. I need to be prepared.

Sometimes.  At family occasions when you spend hours in front of the camera it is hard
to have a smile on your face after a while.  However, when I am with friends and having
a good time, I can’t help but smile, and any picture of me shows this.

Never. I am one of those people who hates having their portraits taken. I just don’t feel
photogenic, and cannot bring myself to smile at all. I get it from my father.

frowning = looking serious       take a snap = take a picture        in front of the camera = having your picture taken
photogenic = look good in photos      to get something from = to inherit a character trait from parents



When do people smile at other people?

At social occasions…   For photos….   On TV….    To  greet or say hello….

On social occasions, for example; at weddings, parties, graduations, birthdays, and 
anniversaries, which are generally happy occasions. Smiling is a symptom of  pleasure.

For photos.  For personal or family photos no one wants to see miserable faces so we
always smile to show that we are enjoying the situation.  We are taught to ‘say cheese’
by the cameraman.

On TV is a prime example where people have to give a good impression. A part of that
is smiling. To be greeted with a presenter or host who is ‘smiling from ear-to-ear’ goes
a long way to making the viewers feel good.

To greet or to say hello to people. Sometimes it is a substitute for speaking, especially
in a company or office for example. We can do this from a distance without having to
approach the person and say it.

a symptom of  =  comes from       ‘say cheese’ = saying the word makes your mouth into a smiling shape
prime =  good     give a good impression =  we want people to think well of us    smiling from ear-to-ear  = big smile
substitute for =  instead of 



Do you like to smile?

Yes, all the time…   Generally...    When I feel good...   Not really….

Yes, all the time.  I once heard a quote  “If you see someone without a smile, give them
one of yours.”  I think this is a great saying. Smiling at people makes both you and them 
feel content.

Generally. I am quite a happy-go-lucky person, and a part of this type of character is the 
ability to smile, even when feeling sad or down.  I like this attribute.

When I feel good I tend to wear a permanent smile.  The feeling radiates from inside and
I can’t stop myself. On the other hand, when I am down I find it difficult to force a smile.

Not really.  I don’t see the reason for smiling just for the sake of it.  If I am happy I will
smile, or if someone smiles at me, but otherwise I don’t. I am not a miserable person, I 
just don’t see the need.

a quote = something that someone says (exactly)       a great saying = a great quote       happy-go-lucky =  happy in
any situation       attribute = part of your character      to wear a permanent smile = to smile all the time
from inside  = emotions     force a smile = to make myself smile when I do not want to       
for the sake of it = because you should/have to          



IELTS speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Social networks



Before we begin we need to define the vocabulary related to ‘Social networks.’

Social networks - online entities where people communicate

Chatting – speaking to others using messages

Post – to place a message or article on a social media network

Privacy - Keeping information away from others

Apps - applications people use when online

Followers – people who follow others pages or profiles

Likes – when someone likes what you post 

(Try to listen to the pronunciation or words you are not familiar with by using an electronic or online dictionary)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

Do you think it is good to make friends online?

What are the disadvantages of social networking apps?

Why do you use social networking apps?

How often do you use social networking apps?



Do you think it is good to make friends online?

Absolutely…..    No, not at all….   They are not real friends…    Sometimes..

Absolutely. This is the new way to make friends, even though people still meet new 
people in the traditional way. I think these ways are here to stay.

No, Not at all.  You don’t really know who is on the other end of the connection. You 
often hear of people using fake profiles and chatting with people they should not be.

They are not real friends, so for me, I rarely ‘like’ people, or friend them. I much prefer to
meet people face to face or through my circle of friends.

Sometimes. If people have the same interests  it might be fun to make friends and talk
about the things in common.  There has to be some common ground or hobbies.

‘fake profile’ = a profile of someone who is not real   ‘circle’ = group   ‘common’ = the same    make friends =  
to meet new people and become friends     on the other end = the person you are talking/chatting to
face-to-face =  in the same place. In person    real friends =  friends that you have a real relationship with



What are the disadvantages of social networking apps?

Privacy…     Being scammed….    Keeping private information..    

I think  privacy is the biggest disadvantage.  Sending personal information over the
internet is risky, as people can  obtain it and do fraudulent things.

Being scammed is a negative thing  if you use social media to buy or sell things. There
is also the problem with romance scams, where people pretend to be someone else to
dupe lonely people.

Keeping information private I would say. The internet is full of the private information 
of millions of people and when people post to friends, sometimes the same information
can be captured by strangers.

‘Fraudulent’ = not real / to trick you    ‘scammed’ = being cheated     ‘dupe’ = to cheat      pretend to be  = acting as
if you are another person   can be captured by =  someone can get your information by recording it.



Why do you use social networking apps?

Purely for friends and family…   to meet people…. to share my stuff….
For work…….

I use them purely for family and friends. It is my main way of keeping in touch with them.
Because I am living away from them, I chat with someone in my family every day because
I miss them.

I use them mainly to meet people and make new friends.  I post pictures I take, and share
them with my friends. They are also useful to learn new things. There are sometimes 
interesting articles to read.

I put all of my posts, pictures,  messages, and even how I am feeling, online. This is my
main use of apps.

For work. I use them for work, in my job I need to find information about certain
things, and the many networks and apps available provide a wealth of information.

living away from = live in a different place from others    a wealth of information =  lots of information   



How often do you use social networking apps?

Every day…. 2-3 times a week….   24/7…….  Never….

Every day.   All of my apps are on my phone, and my phone goes everywhere with me.
I am always checking it. In fact I am slightly obsessed with being online.

Around 2-3 times a week. I try not to be glued to my phone, like some of my friends are.
I do this deliberately because I don’t want social media to take over my life.

24/7.   I suppose you could say that I live and breathe social networks, posting and 
chatting.  All of my friends are the same, so the way we communicate is the same.
I don’t  think it is good for me, but it is the way things are nowadays.

I Never use them.  I am a bit old fashioned so I believe in regular communication  over 
the phone, meeting people face-to-face, and socializing in real company.

‘slightly obsessed with’= like too much          ‘ take over’ = control      ‘live and breathe’ =the most important thing
Socializing = mixing with other people     glued to =  always looking at or using     



IELTS  speaking part 1

Today’s  topic 

Visiting relatives



Before we begin we need to define the vocabulary related to ‘relatives.’

Relatives - people in your family, including uncles, aunts and cousins, nieces, nephews.

In-laws – people in your family by marriage. (mother-in-law, brother/sister-in-law).

Blood relatives - people born into the family (as opposed to ‘married’ into the family).

Immediate family - parents and children (nuclear family)

Extended family – people outside of the immediate family.

obligation/obligatory - things we have to do (no choice).

Family gatherings - occasions when family get together (weddings, birthdays, etc…,)

Duty - things that are expected to be done (eg: take care of parents when old…)

Patriarchs - Parents, and Grand parents.

(Try to listen to the pronunciation of words you are not familiar with by using and electronic or online dictionary)



Answering  the question.

Answer – reason/supporting – extra information

When was the last time you visited a relative?

Do you often visit your relatives?

Why do people visit their relatives?

What do you do when visiting relatives?



When was the last time you visited a relative?

Recently….      Yesterday…..        A while ago….      A long time ago…..

Recently. I have a very close knit family, and we tend to live in each other’s pockets.
We spend a lot of time together, and are always dropping in on each other.

Yesterday/ A few days ago. Every weekend I have lunch with my parents. It is a family
tradition and it has become obligatory. They get upset if I don’t go.

I visited them a while ago, when I was on a break from university. I am so busy most of
the year that my breaks are few and far between. When I do get time, I spend time with
them.

A long time ago. This is because I don’t live in the same country/city as my family, so I visit 
them once in a blue moon.  It is expensive to travel back and forth so I rarely do it.

a close knit family = very good relationship         live in each other’s pockets = always together    
few and far between = rarely                                    once in a blue moon  = almost never        



Do you often visit your relatives?
Frequently….. Most of the time…..   Sometimes….     Seldom…..

I frequently spend time with my folks. We are a very close family, and I have several 
siblings. I love it because we are always having family gatherings like kids’ birthdays, 
one of our birthdays, our parents wedding anniversaries, and many other things.

Most of the time.  We place a lot of importance on family obligations, and we share the
duty of taking care of our parents. This means regular visits to check up on them, and 
make sure they are alright.

Sometimes.  On average about once a month.  This is because I work/study a lot and like
to catch up on my rest when I have down time.  Also, most of my family live about 2 hours
away by bus.

Seldom.  I live halfway across the country/abroad, and it is a real effort to get back to see
my brothers and sisters, as well as my parents.  It is not a good situation but needs must.

siblings = brothers and sisters      taking care of = look after       check up on =  make sure      catch up on = get back
what we lose    down time = free time       halfway across the country = a long way away    needs must = necessary 



Why do people visit their relatives?

Out of obligation…   To keep in touch….   To show their love….    Desire….

In some families it is out of obligation. Many countries are bound by tradition, and some
of these include the duty to be a part of the family whether you want to be or not.

Mainly to keep in touch.  Blood family is important and it makes one feel better to know 
that everyone is ok. Spending time together is a good way to demonstrate this.

To show their love.  Many families, whether immediate, or extended believe it is vital to
be together and support one another.  This includes all in-laws, as they are, in essence, 
a part of the tribe.

Desire is a driving factor in many cases.  The mental ties of family are very strong in some
and this drives the desire to spend time together. Much like animals stay in groups out of
a need to protect and  nurture, then people are the same.

bound by =  obligated to be traditional       to be a part of = included      in essence =  especially      tribe = another 
word often used for ‘family’      a driving factor =  an important reason      mental ties  = connections in the mind
a need to protect and nurture =  look after (parent/child meaning)


